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'-IS. But where we had led mass struggles this sort of 
impression did not gain much ground. It will be a mistake 
to imagine that has been due to the slanderous propaganda 
by the CPM. That would be giving too much credit to the 
CPM's propaganda capabilities. Our own conduct includ
ing speeches, statements etc. sometimes strengthened that 
impression. In the election a lot of attention had to be 
given to our speeches and also otherwise for dispelling the 
adverse impression. It has been amply shown that in the 
present situation no opposition has any future if the masses 
11ave doubts about its political bona fides in this respect. 

The election has once again emphasised that the party 
and left movement cannot advance much without mass 
·struggles and mass movements. The deficiency in this res
pect enables the Congress to succeed with manoeuvres and
the rightist opposition to channelise popular discontent to

their advantage. Social and other connections· make it
11andy for them .

One very disquieting aspect of our election results is that 
except in Bombay, Mysore and perhaps one or two other 
places, we are politically losing among the working class
at least not gaining. This points to the poor quality, if not 
absence, of our political work among the workers. Our 

volitical influence is far behind our trade union influence 
and this would rather seem strange when the working class 
.actions have played a great part in transforming the entire 
political situation and in bringing about the downfall of 
the Congress in many places. For a Communist Party to 
lose political support in the working class is too serious 
.a matter. 

What has transpired in \Vest Bengal, for example, in this 
respect deserves to be deeply examined for finding 
remedies. It is not enough to establish our image as a mili
tant trade union force. It is necessary to project the party's 
image among the workers as a militant political force and 
popularise our ideology and policies with the utmost 
vigour. The poor sale of party literature among the workers 
is an illustration of the neglect of political work. 
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Our weaknesses among the vast peasant masses have· 
been again seen. We just do not exist in the greater part 
of India's rural areas. 

Vast masses of the Muslims are breaking away from 
their past support to Congress. Our contact with and work 
among them as also with the Hill tribes and Adivasis have 
been revealed as very weak. 

In this general election as in the previous one quite a 
good number of the sitting legislators of different opposi
tion parties lost and these include our comrades also. As far 
as our party is concerned, our seats are always in dange1·, 
of being lost unless we base firmly ourselves on the party 
and mass organisation in the constituencies. The 'nursing 
of the constituency' in the bourgeois style does not at. all 
v;ork in our case. It has however been noted in the elec
tions that �ur work in legislature is not much known even 
in our constituencies and the frantic effort to familiarise 
the constituencies with what our comrades and our party 
had· done over the five years does not take us very far. 
Regular reporting to the constituency has been neglected. 
For the CPI to lose held-seats is a serious lapse. 

1
PARTY ORGANISATION - OUR GREATEST WEAKNESS 

But of all our weaknesses and shortcomings the greatest 
weakness has been the very sad state of party organisation. 
As a matter of fact the election has revealed-and even 
the figmes will tell this-that our party as a militant organi
sation of the working class is not growing at all in many 
parts of the country and even where it is growing the pace 
is extremely slow. The gap between general political influ
ence of the party and its organisation seems to have 
widened. Obviously big election battles could ·not be effec
livcly fought without a strong mass communist party well 
spread over the country. Election demands effective cadres. 
ancl for communists the election is not easy to win unless 
I ilC' party'� bonds with the masses are deep and strong. 
l•'.very constituency under bourgeois parliamentary system 
I ><·t·o1ncs a kii1d of centre of class struggles and we can 
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never play our part without providing the masses in the 
constituencies with party and mass organisations. Our 
-organisational work among the workers is extremely un
satisfactory except in few pockets. Our work _among the
_peasantry is almost non-existent.

It is no wonder that even in areas of UP where the
princely influence does not hold sway big sections of pea
sants are being drawn towards Jana S�ngh through village
traders and others. Agricultural labourers and poor peasants
should constitute today the mainstay of the left and demo
cratic movement in rural .India. But our party's work
among them is of very poor quality even where we have
got functioning party units. In the majority of more than
half a mi1lion villages the CPI has not even a single com
munist and this in itself is enough to remind us where and
how we stand. As far as the election is concerned tens of
millions of votes come from the villages and these votes are
now being exploited by the Swatantra Party, Jana Sa.ngh
·and others in addition to the Congress.

The develop1nent of peasant work ba_sed on kisan sabha 
is an urgent necessity if at all we want to turn the present 
upsurge of the masses into a conscious political force for 
·democratic advance.

In this· election, the students and other sections of the 
youth have been in the forefront as a very active force ·and 
many have worked for us also. But the election campaign 
betrayed once again how weak is our work among the 
students and youth of the country. This has enabled the 
JS in many places to qraw the students towards them. 
Behind the DMK of course there was mass mobilisation of 
'Tamilnad student community. 

It has become customary with us to talk about party 
organisation after every election but soon we forget the 
lessons and fall back on our old, unavailing and somewhat 
barren ways. The drift starts all over again. It is not for this 
review to go into the organisational questions but no 
lessons whatsoever will have been, in the long run, learnt 
lfrom the election unless the party makes a determined 
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lireak-through on the organisational front. A milita�t mass 
communist party is the need of the moment and such a 
mass militant communist party can never be built unless 
we consciously overcome some of our wrong ideas' and 
habits in the matter of party organisation and party 
building. 

This general election has unmistakably shown the 
:superiority of our politics and our political line. But all this 
will not take us very far unless sound .policies are matched 
by powerful party organisation. We are entering a period 
,of great strains and stresses in our political life. 'This is yet 
.another reason why party's entire thought and attention 
must go to the building of the party as a mass political 
force capable of meeting all twists and turns in the situa
tion and capable of fulfilling the role of a staunch unifier of 
-all democratic forces and builder of their 1111ity. The post
election conditions are extremely favourable for making
_great strides in the building of party organisation and we
must undertake the work in all earnestness.

Militant sons and daughters of the working people are 
waiting to be drawn into the party. And we must know 
how to draw them here and now and assimilate them into 
the party organisation. The problem of cadre and party 
-education naturally acquires very great importance in the
�ontext.

CONCLUSION 

The post-election situation and our tasks do not come 
·within the scope of this review. However some observations
in conclusion will not be perhaps out of place here.

We have definitely entered a new period of deepening
political and economic crisis-a period unpredictable in
many ways, a period in which all manner of social, econo
mic, political explosions are to be expected. The sunnv
da_vs of the stability of the bourgeois rule are over. A period
of uncertainty and instability has begun. Of which one
manifestation is likely to be governmental crises and mid
-term elections. The centre-state relations will assume new
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